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Abstract
This report handles the theory behind probability, backups and hard drives. Based on this, a backupscheme is implemented with the help of NASes, to replace the current solution. The need for a more
secure, more reliable and a solution that is expandable due to the quick growth of the company, was put
forward together with a budget to provide a solution suited after the effective need. This scheme is based
upon theory in combination with third-party results and for this specific case has the budget, provided
by the company, as a starting point to accomplish a sustainable, expandable and automated backup.
Furthermore, this report implements this solution into the existing infrastructure where automation and
simple handling of backups and why a 3-2-1 solution will be used. The report finds that after the new
solution is implemented there is significantly less risk of data failure as well as an overall increase in
speed and automation. Finally, with the help of standardized tools this report lay a decent groundwork
for others to use in their implementation or to dig deeper into the world of reliability.
Keywords: RAID, Backup, PowerShell, HDD, Security
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Sammanfattning
Denna rapport tar upp teorin bakom sannolikhet, backuper och hårddiskar. Baserat på detta
implementeras en backup-plan med hjälp av NASar, för att ersätta den redan existerande lösningen.
Behovet utav en säkrare, mer tillförlitlig backup, samt expansionsmöjligheter då företaget har en stark
tillväxt, lades fram tillsammans med en budget för att ta fram en lösning anpassad utefter det faktiska
behovet. Denna plan baseras på teorin i kombination med tredje-parts resultat och har som utgångspunkt
den budgeten som erhållits utav företaget, för att slutligen uppnå en hållbar, expanderbar och
automatiserad backup. Fortsättningsvis behandlar rapporten implementering i existerande infrastruktur,
automation och enkel hantering utav backup och varför en 3-2-1 lösning bör användas. Rapporten ser
att efter den nya lösningen har implementerats är det mycket mindre risk för att data går förlorat samt
att en övergripande ökning i hastighet och automation kan ses. Slutligen, med hjälp av standardiserat
verktyg lägger denna rapport en godkänd grund för andra att använda i deras implementationer eller att
gräva djupare inom tillförlitlighets världen.
Nyckelord: RAID, Backup, PowerShell, HDD, Säkerhet
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1 Introduction and background
With the digital frontier in its quick rise, the digitalization of everything is happening, fast. This includes
no longer saving memories in photo albums but rather in a digital format, as well as not storing business
documents similar on papers in folders. The benefits of storing in a digital form far outmatch the older
alternatives in many aspects. However, one of the downsides with storing information digitally, is that
backup of this information is often put aside for various reasons, more often than with papers and folders.
Backup is a very literal expression, and Merriam Webster [99] defines it as “a copy of computer data”,
the word also serves as reminder to take a second “back up” and think through the strategies of the
workflow and perhaps explore a risk assessment. When one or more copies of the valuable data
information exist, it greatly increases the chance for a recover of this information if the primary datafile is lost, broken or otherwise inaccessible.
Since the digital backup have increased in popularity over the years in exponential rate, so have the
opportunities and technologies behind the backup-mediums as well. The digital backups have the same
goal as writing down two identical wills and only store one in your safe and the other in the bank,
duplicate your info so if something happens, it is retrievable. With digital this all became much easier
hence with digital, in its current adaptations, take much less physical space than folders or similar do,
the lookup-speeds to find the relevant info of what is needed at the time, is non-comparable with looking
through hundreds of folders. But as with everything there are drawbacks and limitations to this type of
storage since these new types of mediums such as hard-drives aren’t indestructible or less prone to fail.
These electronics do fail, in a faster rate than words on paper would under the same environmental
circumstances and this is a non-option for a sustainable storage solution over time.
Ever since the punch cards from the 1950s [100], there have been some form of backup for data. Today,
more than ever are business and home users alike more prone to backup than ever and even though both
value their data as invaluable, backup schemes, number of files and type of files come in a wide range
of options.

1.1 Background
Softgear AB is a software-developer company that has seen a quick growth in their business which has
led to focusing on customers and developing their products instead of looking as much at their own
infrastructure regarding backup, amongst other things. Their problem needs care due to that their
solution right now, quickly is getting a non-option. Their storage capacity is soon to be depleted and
their current speed is non-satisfactory and furthermore, there is only one (1) backup copy as of now and
no automation, which could lead to non-wanted situations.
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1.2 Purpose and goals
The purpose of the task ahead is to setup a backup-system for Softgear AB that is able to handle the
current workload rate in both speed, availability, confidentiality, automation, integrity, expandability
and more. This system shall be a complete integration with their current AD-structure to work flawless
with their infrastructure as it is now, but also being able to be adapted into future changes.
To reach the final solution the following things are needed to be completed:
•
•
•
•
•

Choose hardware and set it up, think expandability and sustainability
Configure hardware for specific needs based on demands and budget
Integrate hardware/software into current infrastructure
Automatize backup from NAS to off-site
File-access hierarchy setup

The questions to answer are:
•
•
•

What is the benefit of adapting a 3-2-1 backup-scheme instead of the current solution?
What benefits can be gained when performing research beforehand, when choosing RAIDscheme?
In terms of performance and reliability, how does this solution compete with the current
solution?
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2.0 Theory
This chapter will cover the basic theory for the coming setup. It will include cryptography, RAID,
reliability, HDD-sectors, backup, file-systems and more. However, the fundamental theory regarding
how HDDs, networks, bit and byte, file-systems and more work or function, will not be covered in this
section.

2.1 Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks (RAID)
Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks, also known as Redundant Array of Independent Disks is a term
coined in 1988 in a paper “A case for Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks (RAID)” by David
Patterson, Garth A. Gibson and Randy Katz [1]. A citation from their abstract gives a good idea of what
RAID was meant for and is still being used for today: “… promising improvements of an order of
magnitude in performance, reliability, power consumption and scalability.”
2.1.1 RAID Levels
In that original paper, the authors presented five (5) levels of RAID, one through five. These together
with level six (6) are often referred to as the “standard RAID levels”, but apart from these there have
been hybrid-levels, more often called nested-levels, developed as well as non-standard levels.
Depending on the level, redundancy is achieved in different ways, but a common way is to utilize paritybits, which derives from the mathematical concept of parity. For this paper, level zero (0)1, levels one
(1), five (5), six (6) and a few versions of nested-levels will be introduced since they are valuable into
understanding the scheme used in this paper.
2.1.2 RAID Level 0
This sub-first level does not, ironically to its name, have any redundancy but merely stripes the data over
an array of disks. Striping is essentially the splitting of data across multiple disks, which can be either
at a bit-level or at block-level and what this does is introduce parallelism to the system which both
reduces response time for certain access as well as increasing throughput for other accesses [2, p.558],
ergo throughput is paramount. On the contrary to level three2 which uses a bit-level striping together
with parity, this level uses block-level. This level is often called “Disk Striping Without Parity” or
“Block Interleave Data Striping Without Parity” [3] which puts together the block level and lack of
redundancy.
2.1.3 RAID Level 1
The first original level of RAID is a complete mirror setup. For instance, if a two-disk array would be
used, the same data would reside on both disks and thus prevent data loss if one of the disks received
some errors or faults.
2.1.4 RAID Level 5
The last original level is the first level, of those that include parity, that distributes all parity bits in
uniform over all present disks, hence the name Block-Interleaved Distributed-Parity [2, p.561] [4]. This
setup makes it possible to lose any one drive of the array, which for very long made it the primary RAIDscheme used amongst companies as well for home users. However, today when disk capacity has
increased monumentally together with statistics from [5] and [6] shows that other RAID levels is to
prefer due to multiple reasons [7].

1
2

Level zero (0) is not introduced or named in the original report and is not RAID due to the lack of redundancy.
Level three (3), or Bit-Interleaved Parity as it sometimes is referred to [4].
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2.1.5 RAID Level 6
The sixth level of RAID evolves from the parity involved levels and instead approaches ECCs (Error
Correction Code), more specific the Reed-Solomon Codes [8], to further increase the reliability of the
disk-array. This level, also known as P+Q redundancy [2, p.561] [4], can lose two separate disks
without data loss, but in turns need 𝑁 + 2 disks to accomplish this, 𝑁 being number of data disks.
2.1.6 RAID Level 0+1
This is a combination level, or often referred to, as mentioned above, as hybrid-levels. This incorporates
both level zero (0) and level one (1), where the first being responsible for speeding up the array and the
second for reliability [2, p.562]. Since this scheme stripes data, level 0, and then mirrors the stripes, it
could potentially lose an entire stripe with data, since only one disk failure is needed [2, p.562].
2.1.7 RAID Level 1+0
A reverse model of 0+1 gives us 1+0, or in layman terms RAID 10. Here it does the opposite of above,
it has multiple mirrors striped together. In theory, with the example of an eight (8) disk-array, it could
lose four (4) drives since there are four mirrors, but that is in theory. It could also lose both disk in a
mirror and all the data along with it, this is more likely especially if they are from the same batch, which
happen often if the entire array is bought at the same time [5][9].

2.2 RAID Controllers
To manage all different types of RAID-arrays, there need to be some form of controller to handle all I/O
operations and see to it that they are handled correctly. But also, to keep an eye on the performance of
the array. To do this there are two, almost three, types of controllers that can be implemented.
2.2.1 Hardware RAID
When CPUs still were slow, controlling the HBA3s took too much CPU power from other tasks which
led to sub-par performance. To fix this, stand-alone RAID-Controller Cards were used to offload the
CPU. Furthermore, the disks themselves will always be slower than the bus/implementation, regardless
if it is software or hardware based [10, p.237].
2.2.2 Software RAID
In software-based RAID, or OS-based, there is an application running on the host system that handles
the HDDs connected to the built in I/O of that system. As mentioned, this puts more pressure on the
resources on the host, but today this is not relay a noticeable issue [11]. A common used software RAID,
when using Unix or Linux is the md (multiple disks) [12].
.2.3 Fake RAID (Hybrid RAID)
There are cases where hardware and software RAID work together in a hybrid-mode. This often uses an
additional BIOS, to get the RAID functional during boot that can reduce medium errors, that could lead
to unwanted failures [11].

2.3 Hard Disk Drives Reliability Metrics
There are a couple of metrics regarding storage that try to show the reliability of said device. Many of
them are estimated numbers from the manufactures, that only do short but hard disk stress-tests, that
really don’t mirror the utilization of the customers’ implementations.
The Bathtub Curve [92] is a model that tries to describe the failure rate in three parts, see Figure 1, as
well illustrate the constant rate of failures. This model has undergone a critical look by [13], that have
interesting notions. Apart from the bathtub curve, there are for example both the Weibull distribution

3

Host Bus Adapter
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[14] and Gamma distribution [15] that try to show disk failure rate, but these will not be discussed in
this report.
Failure rate is a topic many try to calculate and a more in-depth of what it is, different distributions and
more are covered by [16] and [17]. In this report metrics as POH (Power On Hours), UBRER
(Uncorrectable Bit Read-Error Rate), MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures), MTTF (Mean Time to
Failure), Unload Cycles, Workload Rate (WR), AFR (Annualized Failure Rate), S.M.A.R.T (SelfMonitoring Analysis and Reporting Technology), and sector size, will be mentioned. However, there
are many more.

Figure 1 The Bathtub Curve [92]

2.3.1 Power On Hours (POH)
This is a metric that tells how many hours of operation the HDD has been through. This metric is used
to calculate both AFR, MTTF, MTBF and Workload Rate. This value is also a metric within S.M.A.R.T,
previously mentioned. On data sheets POH is not always present, but instead shown as they are built for
“yearly operations (24*7*365)” which basically means that its MTBF is based on 8760 POH. POH is
often referred to as 8760h, that is based on the Gregorian Calendar, but sometimes as 8766h based on
the Julian year.
2.3.2 Uncorrectable Bit Read-Error Rate (UBRER)
According to [4] these type of errors “…represent the rate at which errors are detected during reads from
the disk during the normal operation of the disk drive.” There are little empirical data based on UBRER,
but there are some, for example from Microsoft [19] that found UBRER of three errors in 1.4PB of data
read. This metric is often displayed as <1 UBRE in 1015, as an example. The term BER (Bit Error Rate)
is often used instead of the above in some papers.
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2.3.3 Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF)
As mentioned by [16] failure rate and MTBF are closely related and “…failure rate is simply the inverse
of the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF).”. Even though that this metric often is published from
manufacturers, it´s a bit contractionary that for example WD, that do put this metric out on their
datasheets, does not use it as a reliability metric but instead uses Component Design Life and AFR [20].
The equation for MTBF calculating is depicted in the following illustrations from [21].
T = Total time
R = Number of failures
𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹 =

𝑇
𝑅

(1)

2.3.4 Mean Time to Failure (MTTF)
This metric tries to estimate how long until the first failure. According to Prasenjit Karmakars report
[22], CERNs MTTF was 350000h and based upon the installation of around 60000 HDDs. Karmakar as
well as [14] continues with stating that the MTTF and MTBF are not reliable statistical instruments to
measure reliability and instead MTTDIL (Mean Time Before “any” of the RAID groups experience DIL
(Data Inaccessibility or Data Loss))/MTTDL (Mean Time to Data Loss) should be used. [23] looks at
many reliability factors. However, [5] touches upon MTTF a great deal, and explains its relationship
with failure rate and reliability. Note, this metric is not used by manufacturers anymore since MTTF
often refers to non-reparable products, whereas MTBF is for repairable products [21].
2.3.5 Unload/Load Cycles
To replace the older Contact Start-Stop (CSS) technology used up to the mid-1990s, HGST developed
a technology they called “Ramp load/unload”. This, instead of resting the platter surface when the disk
was to power down, it slides onto a ramp which benefitted greatly in both reliability as well as the
possibility to increase density of the hard-drives. This technology is today used in most HDDs [24]. The
load/unload cycle metric is often very high and relates to the powering down of hard-drives, whether
you should or should not will not be discussed, but a common value is 600 000 cycles which translates
to almost 70 years if for example one cycle should occur every hour:
24 per day ∗ 365days = 8760cycles
600000
8760

≈ 68.5𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠

(2)

2.3.6 Workload Rate (WR)
HDDs are often specified to be able to handle a certain amount of work during a year, ergo annualized.
This can also be referred to as Terabytes Written (TBW) Workload Rates equation is seen below where
TB = Terabytes and WR = Workload Rate.
8760

𝑊𝑅 = 𝑇𝐵 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 ∗ (𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑂𝐻)

(3)

2.3.7 Annualized Failure Rate (AFR)
This is a metric that over the years has decreased, if you look at the manufactures specs. AFR depends
on three other metrics, MTBF, POH and Workload Rate. However, this specification from the
manufacture are often optimistic, since both Google [6] and Microsoft [18] [19] estimate the real value
to be around 3-5 percent, instead of manufacturers often sub one percent claims. Furthermore, this report
[5] found that there was an ARR (Annual Replacement Rate) of around 3 percent, which further
empowers the 3-5 percent in the other studies. To simplify, AFR is the probability that a disk will fail
during a year of use. To uphold the listed AFR from the manufacturers, the disks often need to be in
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“correct” environmental situations as well as be in range of their specified POH and Workload Rate.
The equation for AFR used is:
𝐴𝐹𝑅 =

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑂𝐻
𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹

(4)

2.3.8 Self-Monitoring Analysis and Reporting Technology (S.M.A.R.T)
This is a tool, included in every HDD, that actively send reports about the status of the drive. These
values can be used to determine if an HDD is about to fail, how long it has been running and a smattering
of other things. There is some controversy regarding S.M.A.R.T data as a reliable statistic, but Backblaze
[25], a big vendor in cloud-storage use these statistics a lot to determine the health of their disks. They
use only a few metrics, but some are related to for example UBRER and as a cherry on top, they publish
all their statistic on their site and yet another source to base HDD-choosing on [26] [27].
2.3.9 Sector-size
Though not as big part for reliability as other metrics above, this can affect in other ways, both in speed,
reliability and capacity [28] [29].
2.3.9.1 512B
This was the standard size of an HDD for a long time, and this is still used in some operating-systems.
For every part user data of 512B, additional bytes are written to the logical block, that include drive
format information as well as ECCs. In [28] Anupam show that a physical block totally consists of 577B,
whereas 50B is ECC and 15B is gap, sync and address-mark, information.
2.3.9.2 Advanced format 512e and 4Kn
Instead of using 512B sectors, the new Advanced format uses 4096B sectors, effectively eight 512B
sectors, this is beneficial as drives increase in capacity as well as in the risk of data faults and error
correction. With a larger sector the ECC portion can double its size whilst the Gap, Sync and AddressMark remains the same size. This yields in a more effective sector size because:
512B ∗ 8 = 4096B, 577B ∗ 8 = 4616B, 4096B + 15B + 100B = 4211B
Ergo, the same amount of user data is available, twice the ECCs but leaving a smaller impact of the total
size by almost a whole old sector size, but to be precise 4616B − 4211B = 405B saved space.
Furthermore, this increases speed due to that newer applications manage data in larger blocks, which
with this new advanced format yields in better performance [28] [29].
To keep backwards compatibility with older applications and operating systems, the new format can
emulate 512B sectors with the format called Advanced Format 512e, 512-emulated. When this is used
the HDD will still read the complete 4096B, but report 512B to the application [29].
The Advanced Format 4Kn, 4K-native is the completely new format, which both have physical sectors
of 4096B as well as reports the same size to the applications [29]. This has all the benefits discussed
above.
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Figure 2 4Kn vs 512B [29]

2.4 Backup
The value of data is often priceless, and precautions to protect this data is taken hence the term backup
was redefined for computing in 1965 to mean “a standby” or “a reverse” [111]. Backup of data can be
of grave importance for companies and thus a lot of resources are put to this, however to minimize the
storage needs as well as the network bandwidth different types of backups exist. There are many more
types of backups, this report however will only cover a few.
2.4.1 Full Backup
This is the easiest yet most resource demanding type of backup. It takes a full copy of all your desired
data and puts it where you say and the next time it does the same. If there is a lot of data there will be
constrains on both the storage medium at a quicker pace as well the impact on the network, if the backups
are transferred over the network that is. On the plus side though is that the data is quick to recover, if
needs be, and that this backup often is in a single large file [30].

Figure 3 Full Backup [30]
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2.4.2 Incremental Backup
This is one of the most popular backups for often used data. This, as always, does a full backup but after
that it only backs up the changes to the data from the last backup. This saves both space and network
bandwidth. This means that the increment of how often the backup shall be can be increased since only
new/changed data is backed up [30].

Figure 4 Incremental Backup [30]

A type of incremental called Forever Forward Incremental takes the incremental a few steps further by
setting a retention policy. When this is reached, the earliest backup after the full is added to the full
backup hence saving storage, making the management of the storage easier and the speed both for
recovery and backups are very high [31].

Figure 5 Forever Forward Incremental Backup [30]

To further classify the incremental backup is on which level the tracking of changes in the data occurs.
There could be on file-level, block-level or byte-level. File-level is the “ordinary” incremental, which
for instance if the files are large and only modified with a few bytes, it must transfer the whole file again.
Whereas in block or byte-level only the changes to that block or individual bytes must be transfers,
further optimizing the backup [31].
2.4.3 Differential Backup
The differential backup starts the same way as a full backup, with a full backup. After this initial backup
it tracks all the changes made from that full backup and does a backup of these files, instead of tracking
changes from the last backup, like incremental. This is a tad bit slower to restore compared to the full
backup, but it is instead faster to do a backup this way [30].
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Figure 6 Differential Backup [30]

2.4.4 The 3-2-1 strategy
This strategy says the following [101]:
• 3 copies of your data
• 2 different mediums for storage
• 1 offline/offsite
This is a basic concept to be prepared for a data-loss, hence with this strategy a full recovery of the data
is more than plausible.

Figure 7 3-2-1 Illustration [110]

As depicted in the above figure, the term medium is somewhat confusing. It can mean, as the figure
implies different types of physical storage such as magnetic-based tape or disks, electronic based nonvolatile flash-memory (often based on NOT-AND logic gates), or optical storage such as CDs, but at
the same time different mediums can in laymen’s terms simply mean external HDD, internal HDD or
network-attached HDD.

2.5 File systems
There are many more, with emphasis on many, file systems than are being mentioned here. The
explained ones below are three major ones that often are used in the type of backup setup this report will
cover, all of which are based on b-trees. As an example, the default file system for UNIX is UFS (UNIX
file system) [32]. This will not be an in-depth explanation on how the different file systems work, hence
this section will only outlay some differences between them regarding functionality. However, for future
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work the file system Stratis [33] would be interesting to get a deep-dive into. The composing of the file
system will not be covered in this report but can be explored more in depth in [2].
2.5.1 Extended-File system 4 (EXT4)
The forth instance of the extended file system. Over the years the different versions have adapted and
implemented ideas from many other file systems such as UFS(FFS) [32], XFS [34], JFS [35] and latest
from Suns ZFS [36]. Number four is the successor to the ext3 file system and has been used as a stable
version since 2008 in Linux. EXT4 was the first in its series to adopt a “…hashed B-tree-like
structure…” [37] and according to [2, p.725] this is the standard operating system in Linux.
2.5.2 BTRFS
Compared to extended file systems, file system is a copy-on-write4 type file system. BTRFS includes
many new functions and features compared to previous *nix file systems such as snapshots, transparent
compression, pooling, check summing, the use of chunks instead of regular contiguous use of disk space
and more. It´s a modern file system, designed for modern use and demands [38].
2.5.3 New Technology File System (NTFS)
The NTFS is the default file system for Windows-based machines. As well as EXT4 it is a journaling
file-system, that was first introduced in 1993 with v.1.0 and is now currently in v.3.1. Other operating
systems do support NTFS, such operating systems are Linux and BSD which utilize the open-source
driver NTFS-3G [40].

2.6 Scripting and programming
To be able to tell machines what they shall do, how and when, different “languages” are used for the
administrators to communicate with hard- and software. There are many different tools and/or languages
out there to be used, but for this, in relation, small project two types of languages/tools were used.
2.6.1 PowerShell
PowerShell is a very powerful scripting and programming tool to use in Windows, Linux, macOS and
Unix. The essentials with PowerShell is that it is a framework to automate and configure tasks in these
operating systems [41].
2.6.2 Python
It is a very well-documented programming language and equally powerful. Originating in 1991, and has
since then been a lean-inspired, easy to learn and unique compared to other languages [92].

2.7 Cryptography and Security
2.7.1 Asymmetric Cryptography (Public-Key Cryptography)
The essence for asymmetric algorithms lays in that is uses two different keys, however related, for its
encryption and decryption. As Stalling [43, p.284] states in his Cryptography and Network Security:
Principles and Practice this type of cryptography “…is the greatest and perhaps the only true revolution
in the entire history of cryptography.” And together with this he lists the six fundamental ingredients of
the PK-Cryptosystem, which are:
•
•
•
•
•

4

Plaintext
Encryption algorithm
Public and private keys
Cipher text
Decryption algorithm

CoW can also be referred to as shadowing as referred to by Ohad Rodeh [39].
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A great simplification-overview of the PK-Cryptosystem from [43, p.287], seen in Figure 7 on the next
page, gives an overview of the vast number of applications this type of cryptography can have.

Figure 8 PK-crypto system [43, p.287]

Today this type of cryptography is taken for granted as it its used almost daily for many users, perhaps
without knowing it. Due to public-keys performance constrains, these algorithms are seldom used for
confidentiality, but rather for authentication [44, p.498]. This section will discuss and hopefully simplify
three often used terms, but this section will not go deep into the vast Public-Key Cryptography world as
it resides outside this works parameters.
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2.7.1.1 Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange
The first ever algorithm for public-key, publicly published arrived in a paper [45] by Diffie and Hellman
in the 70´s, from Stanford University. This algorithm unique purpose was to securely exchange cryptokeys between individuals, to later use these keys, symmetric at the time, for encryption and decryption
of the following messages [43, p.314]. Forward Secrecy or Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) is a concept
to ensure that the keys for a specific session will not be compromised even if the “main” private key of
the server is [46]. There are some imperfections with DH as discussed here [47]. Below follows an
illustration of the algorithm.

Figure 9 Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange Algorithm [96, p.87]
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2.7.1.2 ElGamal Cryptographic System
With similar attributes as of the above-mentioned DH technique, the ElGamal Cryptographic System
was announced in 1984. Today this system is used in the S/MIME5 standard, as an example. As shown
in the following figure, there are several similarities with DH, as for example prime numbers. This figure
illustrates; Key Generation, Encryption and Decryption with the ElGamal Cryptographic System.

Figure 10 ElGamal crypto-system [43, p.320]

5

S/MIME [43, p.625].
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2.7.1.3 RSA
This public-key cryptosystem, developed for a challenge from Diffie and Hellman to meet the
requirements for public-key systems, was one of the first successful responses [43, p.294]. In 1978 the
RSA scheme was published by three men from MIT, that today is the most implemented approach to
public-key encryption [43, p.294]. RSA has two methods, signatures and encryption, which both have
different applications. A commonly used ability within its signature method, is the providing of
nonrepudiation, which is of grave importance in the financial industry, but very much appreciated within
data transactions [44, p.498]. Like the other cryptosystems mentioned in this section, below is an
illustration of the RSA Algorithm as well as an illustration of how both encryption and decryption work,
based on this algorithm.

Figure 11 RSA Algorithm [43, p.297]

Figure 12 Example of RSA [43, p.294]
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2.7.2 Symmetric Cryptography
As opposed to the asymmetric ciphers, the symmetric encryption model only uses one key, for both
encryption and decryption [44, p.496]. Even though the statement from [44, p.284] from the Asymmetric
Cryptosystems section with its praise, the symmetric cryptography is still by far the most used type of
encryption [44, p.86]. For symmetric encryption there are, in contrast to asymmetric, only five (5)
ingredients, according to [44, p.86-87]:
•
•
•
•
•

Plaintext
Encryption algorithm
Secret key
Cipher text
Decryption algorithm

To continue the illustration path, below is a similar illustration to the PK-Cryptosystem, but over the
Symmetric Encryption. A simplified model, once again.

Figure 13 Symmetric Encryption [44, p.87]

2.7.2.1 Block ciphers

Compared to its asymmetric opponent, stream ciphers, block ciphers treat the block of plaintext
“…as a whole and used to produce a cipher text of equal length.” [44, p.120].
2.7.2.1.1 Substitution-Permutation Networks (SPN)
In Shannons 1949 essay [48], which included a lot of groundwork for cryptography today, he introduces
his audience to two methods that captured two main building blocks for a cryptographic system,
diffusion and confusion6. Shannon introduced these amongst other ideas such as substitutionpermutation networks (SPN) or as he referred to them, as mixing transformations [49]. These ideas and
concepts put down the groundwork for many of today used ciphers of which more information will be
handed below [43]. These kinds of ciphers that Shannon conceptualized are called product ciphers [46].

6

For a wider understanding of these methods, please refer to [48].
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2.7.2.1.2 Feistel Ciphers
Upon Shannon’s original idea, Horst Feistel, practicalized this type of cipher that alternated between
substitution and permutation. Using the structure in the following illustration, that illustrates an
encryption and decryption of sixteen (16) rounds, using the F (a round function) [46, p.251] [43, p.136]
a key K, two plaintext blocks LE0 + RE0.

Figure 14 Feistel Enc and Dec [43, p.126]
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2.7.2.1.3 Data Encryption Standard (DES)
DES (Data Encryption Standard), also named DEA (Data Encryption Algorithm) but throughout this
paper the DES abbreviation will be used, arrived in the 70´s and was for almost 30 years the most used
encryption [46, p.250] [43, p.129]. This algorithm uses 64-bit blocks together with a 56-bit key in a
Feistel cipher structure. NIST7 issued this as a standard, the FIPS PUB 46, and first in 1999, with FIPS
PUB 46-3[50]8, they recommended to use DES for legacy systems only and that the new standard 3DES
should be used [43, p.129]. A simplified input-output illustration follows, and further in-depth reading
is available [46].

Figure 15 DES input-output [46, p.252]

2.7.2.1.4 Triple Data Encryption Standard (3DES)
When power of computers escalated and became more available, the original DES was in the reach of a
brute-force attack, hence the introduction of 3DES (Triple DES). This is basically a model that can be
applied to any block cipher [51], and it in is essence “runs” the DES cipher three times for each block
of data, but it can do this with either two or three different keys, the illustration is with two keys, using
three keys is most commonly used. This means that from 56-bit key this increases to 164-bit (56 ∗ 3 =
164), however only 112-bit is usable due to [52]. This standard has been implemented in different
applications, such as PGP, that is touched upon later, and S/MIME [43, p.213].

Figure 16 3DES with two keys [43, p.209]

7
8

National Institute of Standards and Technology.
FIPS PUB 46-3 is now withdrawn.
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2.7.2.1.5 Blowfish
In 1993, a cipher destined to replace the DES standard arrives from Bruce Schnider. It is based on the
Feistel cipher and instead of the DES 56-bit key, Blowfish uses a variable length from 32 all the way up
to 448bits. Blowfish also uses the Feistel cipher design as a groundwork. This algorithm is not used
particularly often now due to the next cipher on the list, AES, but also due to its successor Twofish and
furthermore in 2016 it was shown thanks to birthday attacks that it could retrieve plaintext recovery on
these kinds of 64-bit block size ciphers [53].

Figure 17 Blowfish [54]
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2.7.2.1.6 Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
The new king in town, AES (Advanced Encryption Standard), arrived in 2001 to replace DES. As the
name suggest it is an advanced system and more complex to explain, hence only a short, simplified
explanation will be presented. AES has a minimum key-length of 128bits, but support 192 and 256 as
well. The base 128bit key-length is more the most part more than secure, but for example NSA9 uses the
256bit key-length. The illustration that follows depicts a 10 round (10 rounds is for 128bit, 12 rounds
for 192bit and 14 rounds for 256bit [51]) encryption and decryption with AES. The illustration includes
the four different stages used, which address both permutation and substitution, that has been mentioned
before, and these can be read more about in [43, Ch.6]. The official standard from NIST came in 2001,
under the US FIPS PUB 197 [55] name.

Figure 18 AES Enc and Dec [43, p.178]

3.7.2.2 Modes
For block ciphers, there are multiple different modes of operation, these different modes serve different
objectives, such as authentication, high-speed requirements etc.
All modes will not be looked at simply because these are not used in this paper.

9

National Security Agency.
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2.7.2.2.1 Cipher Block Chaining (CBC)
The goal with CBC (Cipher Block Chaining), is to get different cipher text blocks every time the same
plaintext block is repeated [43, p.216]. Thanks to its chaining mechanism, illustrated in Figure 18, can
this mode be applied both for confidentiality and authentication.

Figure 19 CBC Mode [43, p.216]
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2.7.2.2.2 Counter (CTR)
One of the most used modes is the CTR (Counter)-mode, this is mostly due to six advantages CTR has
over its competition:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hardware efficiency – can be executed in parallel
Software efficiency – same as above, many SIMD instructions can be effectively utilized
Pre-processing – if enough memory is available, the output from encryption boxes can be
prepared
Random access – “The i-th block of plaintext or cipher text can be processed in random-access
fashion.” [43, p.224]
Provable security – this mode is at least as secure as the other modes, and it can be proven
Simplicity – this mode only needs to implement the encryption algorithm and not the decryption
algorithm as well

This mode, before its more efficient “successor” below, was used in amongst other things, IPsec.

Figure 20 Counter Mode [43, p.223]
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2.7.2.2.3 Galois/Counter Mode (GCM)
After NIST in 2007 formalized both GCM (Galois/Counter Mode) and its authentication only version
GMAC (Galois Message Authentication Code), its use has spread across multiple applications such as:
SSH [56], IPsec [57] [58] and TLS 1.2, [59] [60] for example. The reason for this is its on-par speed
with CTR but at the same time including both integrity and confidentiality instead of only the latter. So
basically, with the help of GHASH and GCTR, it uses CTR-mode and adds a MAC for authentication
[43, p.405]. The following illustration shows the GCM.

Figure 21 GCM [43, p.407]

2.7.3 Hash Function
A hash function in its simplest form is a function that receives a block of data and from this creates a
hash value, if the inputted value chances even by a bit, the outputted hash value is different. This has
many functions such as storing passwords in a database, and on the server do the same hash function on
the inputted password from the user, each time the user logs in. Then compare this hash value to the
original hash value in the database, that the users created the very first time.
For this type of uses a secure version of a hash function is often used, called cryptographic hash functions
[43, p.340].
ℎ = 𝐻(𝑀)
2.7.3.1 Cryptographic Hash Function
To qualify as a cryptographic hash function, the algorithm needs to have all three following properties:
•
•
•

Preimage resistant
Second pre-image resistant
Strong collision resistant
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This means that it should be non-attainable to compute x for any h so that 𝐻(𝑥) = ℎ, the same goes for
to find that 𝑦 ≠ 𝑥 for 𝐻(𝑦) = 𝐻(𝑥) and thus also infeasible to find a pair of (𝑥, 𝑦) [43, p.349].
Commonly used cryptographic hash functions are MD5 and SHA-256.
2.7.3.1.1 Message Authentication Code (MAC)
Message Authentication Code (MAC), not to be confused with Mandatory Access Control within Unix,
is a small bit of data, appended to the message and that MAC on its arrival to its destination is compared
to the MAC that the receiver calculates, to authenticate the message. A MAC has similar features as
encryption, though it does not need to be reversible [43, p.389]. In Figure 21, a simple message
authentication occurs.

Figure 22 Message Authentication [43, p.389]

2.7.3.1.2 Keyed-Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC)
When combining MACs with hash-functions HMAC (Keyed-Hash Message Authentication Code)
derives. With these two combined it is possible for HMACs to verify both authenticity (MAC) and
integrity thanks to the hash function. HMAC is today used in both the IPsec [61] and TLS protocol [62].
2.7.4 Security Protocols
Also named Cryptographic Protocols, are defined, to cite Professor and Doctorate in engineering Georg
Carle “…as a series of steps and message exchanges between multiple entities in order to achieve a
specific security objective.” [63]. In this section two protocols will in a broad sense be presented.
2.7.4.1 Transport Level Security (TLS)
This widely used service originates from the SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) protocol. Currently the service
is in v.1.2 [64] and development for v.1.3 is ongoing. The main goal for TLS is to secure an end-to-end
connection with the help of TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) which is used today across the globe
and the most public-known instance of this is within the HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol over SSL)
where TLS [65], or SSL, is the underlying service for HTTP [43, p.566].
2.7.4.2 Secure Socket Shell (SSH)
Defined in [66] all layers of the Secure Socket Shell (SSH) version two (SSH-2), which include:
•
•
•

Transport Layer Protocol
User Authentication Protocol
Connection Protocol

are thoroughly explained. SSH in broad terms is a protocol, or collection of protocols, designed to in a
secure way operate network services, for example issue a trusted channel between a client and a server
over a non-secure network. Probably the most used thing with SSH is remote-login to servers or clients,
thus ensuring a secure connection and as [43, p.567-568] states this was one of the first goals of the
protocol, when only TELNET (TELetype NETwork) existed.
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2.7.5 eCryptfs
Even though the file system section already has passed by, there is need for one more. This differs from
the others, hence its place here in this section. eCryptfs is a stacked file system, but also kernel-native.
This means it resides in the kernel, instead of in user-space and is registered in the kernels VFS so file
system calls from user-space can talk directly to eCryptfs [67]. This file-system uses the AES cipher as
default, with the possibility to run a few others, including Blowfish, Twofish and 3DES [68]. The keysize is also elective, and for AES all three sizes are available [68].
2.7.6 Linux OS
Since 1991 has the Linux kernel been available online and its growth into a complete OS has been quick
and free. During its development it has shared its unique features and adapted others all the way from
BSD to the GNU Project. It is still open-source and a powerful operating system. Thanks to its open
source, stability and wide community use, it is often used as a base in other OS, such as that that follows
this ingress [2, Ch.16].
2.7.6.1 Synology Disk Station Manager (DSM)
The Synology DSM (Disk Station Manager) is based on the Linux Kernel to become a great NAS OS
that grows each year in popularity, much thanks to its easy and feature-rich GUI, but also due to its
stability features and Linux base, which offers a broad opportunity to customize and using CLI instead
of GUI.
2.7.6.2 Synology Disk Station Manager (DSM) + eCryptfs
On top of DSM, Synology implements eCryptfs to be able to encrypt and decrypt folder structure and
its files within. According to Synologys Product Management department they implement eCryptfs with
the following attributes:
•
•
•

AES-256 (32-byte key size)
Using the block-cipher in CBC mode
Plaintext pass-through is enabled10

There are of course more settings and attributes than this, but these are interesting attributes due to the
nature of this report.
2.7.7 Passwords
More web-sites, more apps, more devices and so on. All of which needs protection from prying eyes at
the same time as the availability part of the CIA-triad (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability)11, see
figure 22 is in focus. This is achieved with the help of passwords as a foundation, there are of course
extra layers of security available such as MFA (Multi-factor authentication)12 or biometric scanners, but
passwords are still the foundation when users think of security.

10

This allows a file that is not encrypted to be used in the volume [68]. This boils down to that if a user has CLI
access it can really damage the implementation, but if strong passphrases are used, the shell protection should be
sufficient to make this a non-issue.
11
This triad depicts three goals needed for information security to be achieved.
12
MFA relies on the presentation of multiple factors to the authentication mechanism which can be, aside from
the most common “something you know” ergo. password; “something you have”, “who you are”, “where you
are”, “what you do”.
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Figure 23 CIA-Triad [109]

2.7.7.1 Randomness
Within information technology randomness can be measured with entropy, sometimes called Shannon
Entropy after its creator Claude Shannon from the 40´s, and this entropy is used to define security
strength in cryptographic keys [70]. The higher value, the harder to crack and thus more secure. Note
that high entropy can be achieved with long password phrases, XKCD [71] style, but these words or
phrases when created by humans, are not random. So, to get a fair measurement of the passwords
entropy, choosing the words at random is a must and this as [72] state, humans are unable to do so.
2.7.7.2 Password-Generators
A password-generator [97] is a software meant to solve the limitation in humans, that disallows them to
be complete random in choosing of passwords. There are many different generators, some better than
others, but simply put are all better than humans if the length of the password generated is sufficient.
2.7.7.3 True Random Number Generator (TRNG), Pseudorandom Number Generator (PRNG),
Cryptographic Secure Pseudorandom Number Generator (CSPRNG)
To get random data to base your passwords on there are different ways to do so including the golden
standard TRNG (True Random Number Generator) which as it states spits out a truly random bit-stream
[43, p.254]. This source of entropy is drawn not from computer software, but physical things in the
computer that are truly random and not deterministic by design [43, p.254] [43, Ch.8.6].
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Figure 24 Number generators [43, p.254]

Different from TRNG are the PRNG (PseudoRandom Number Generator)13. These are not truly random
since these take a fixed inputed value and puts it into a deterministic algorithm14 to generete its output
[43, p.254]. Hash-functions and MACs that previsously were mentioned are deterministic and could be
used to base a PRNG on.

Figure 25 Difference of a deterministic and a nondeterministic algorithm [69]

Then there is the CSPRNG/CPRNG (Cryptographic Secure PRNG) or simply Cryptograpfic PRNG.
These PRNGs often use one of three algorithm-cateogries to create a more secure output, all of which
are mentioned above, Assymetric ciphers, Symmetric block ciphers or Hash functions [43, p.258]. Many

13
14

Figure 24 shows a simplification of a TRN and PRN generators.
See Figure 25 for a difference between a deterministic and a nondeterministic.
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CSPRNG are based on a secure-block-cipher runned in CTR-mode15, which gives a secure generator.
NIST has their recommendation [NIST Recommendation for Random]. Before AES the use of a streamcipher instead of a block-cihper could yeild in a faster run-time and much less code. But with AES-NI
(AES – New Instructions) AES could be hardware accelerated [43, p.268]. There are also PRNGs based
on asymmetric ciphers, but as mentioned with hardware acceleration available for for example AES,
there is often not worth to use asymetric-based PRNGs for bit-stream, but they can and are being used
to create PRFs (PsuedoRandom Functions). In both an ANSI X9.82 and ISO 18031 standard a PRNG
based on RSA is recommended [43, p.334] and in the ANSI X9.17 resides one of the strongest PRNGs
[43, p.263].
2.7.7.4 Pythons Secrets-module
There are many modules for the python language which include randomization, however the most recent
and most secure is the secrets module that was introduced in version 3.6. This module according to the
python docs “… is used for generating cryptographically strong numbers suitable for managing data
such as passwords, account authentication, security tokens, and related secrets.” [73].
2.7.7.4.1 SystemRandom()
Used together with secrets this class calls the os.urandom function that “…returns random bytes from
an OS-specific randomness source. The returned data should be unpredictable enough for cryptographic
applications, though its exact quality depends on the OS implementation.” [74] [75].
2.7.7.4.2 CryptGenRandom function
Under Windows the above function os.urandom get its´ random bytes from the Windows function
CryptGenRandom in its CryptoAPI [76] [77]. This function in Windows uses “…an implementation of
the AES counter-mode based PRNG specified in Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 1862 is used.” [78]. A couple of notes here is that, one (1): newer applications shall use Windows new API
called CNG (Cryptography API: Next Generation [79]) but python does not use this as of its latest
version and two (2): FIPS 186-2 [80] has since been replaced with its newer version 186-4 [81].

2.8 Networking
Network is a key component when it comes to efficient backups in a company, or at home. The ability
to automate when, how and what to backup over the internal network, or external, makes for a more
secure backup compared to a user-interfered backup. There are things on the network side that can be
setup for increased security and efficiency, that this subsection will touch upon.
2.8.1 Adaptive Load Balancing (ALB)
This type of load balancing only offers aggregation in one direction, compared the standard IEEE
802.3ad which is bidirectional [101].
2.8.2 Virtual Private Network (VPN)
VPNs came into play when businesses started to turn the internet into a mean of extending their intranet
or LANs over a broader area, instead of using a dedicated line [cisco document]. This technology is
often used today, not only by business but also by regular folk to protect their data-streams.
2.8.2.1 Site-to-Site
This is a way to connect multiple sites for the company or link customers to a network over the Internet.
This type of VPN can for example be used when having a second site with a backup-server, that the
main site does its backups to, to get a secure transfer between them [44, p.512].

15

See Figure 20 shows CTR-mode for a cipher block.
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2.8.2.2 Client-to-site (Remote-access)
This is the most common way for employers to access internal data and applications from a remote-site.
Many companies implement this type of VPN for their sales personnel or as a “privilege” to let
employees work from home under certain circumstances [44, p.512].
2.8.3 Internet Protocol Security (IPsec)
The IPsec suite is a common way to secure data at the network layer [44, p.521] [82] [83]. This suite
allows IP traffic to be authenticated and encrypted in transit [44, p.521-522], which is why it is very
common to use in VPNs. In IPsec there are two protocols used, the Authentication Header (AH) and the
Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP).
2.8.3.1 Authentication Header (AH)
This protocol is meant to establish integrity and data origin authentication as well as protect against
replays for the entire datagram [44, p.523]. To secure the authentication the AH uses HMAC, however
AH alone does not offer either confidentiality or encryption [44, p.523]. If AH is used, it can´t work
though NAT since AH hashes both payload and header.
2.8.3.2 Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP)
ESP [84], on the contrary to AH, provides confidentiality as well as authentication and integrity, plus it
works though NAT since the IP header is not included in the hash [44, p.524-525]. The encryption for
ESP is done with either DES or 3DES and the, not default, authentication and integrity is done with
HMAC [44, p.525].
2.8.3.3 Transport Mode
This mode is primarily used to connect a client to a server or similar for example for encrypting a Remote
Desktop session [85]. This mode protects the payload but not the IP address since this is used to route
over the internet [44, p.525-527].
2.8.3.4 Tunnel Mode
In Tunnel mode on the contrary to Transport mode, the whole packet is encrypted, including IP address.
To route this packet, it adds a new IP header, ESP is most common in tunnel mode [85]. You can use a
combination of AH+ESP for both these modes [44, p.525-527].
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2.8.3.5 Security Associations (SA)
One essential part off IPsec is the SAs. This is basically a contract between two parts that define how
these shall use IPsec for protection, in other words it sets a policy [44, p.528-529]. This includes, as
stated in [44, p.528-529]:
•
•
•
•

Authentication/encryption algorithm, key length
Session key for authentication or HMAC
Specification for type of traffic
IPsec encapsulation protocol and tunnel or transport mode

2.8.3.6 Internet Key Exchange (IKE)
This is a key part of IPsec to make it flexible and easier to configure [44, p.532-534]. In [86] it states
that IKE is a hybrid protocol that uses Oakley [83] key exchange, that basically is the DH key exchange
algorithm with PFS, and SKEME [87] key exchange within the ISAKMP framework [88] [44, p.532].
2.8.3.6.1 Phase 1
This phase exchanges “…proposals for how to authenticate and secure the channel.” [89]. More explicit
detailing about phase 1 can be read here [44, p.544-546] [90].
2.8.3.6.1.1 Main Mode
In this mode the two peers send a total of six messages:
•
•
•

One and two is a proposition and acceptance of encryption and authentication algorithms.
Three and four does a DH exchange and both peers provide nonce
Five and six is to verify the other party

[89] [91] [90].
2.8.3.6.1.2 Aggressive Mode
Here, instead of six messages it is cut down to only three. The same info is shared between the two
peers, but when squeezing the information into fewer messages, information has been exchanged before
a secure channel was established [91] [90].
2.8.3.6.2 Phase 2
The second phase negotiates IPsec SAs for a tunnel to be setup which includes the following functions
as [91] shows:
•
•
•
•

Negotiate IPsec SA parameters within the IKE SA
Establish IPsec SAs
Renegotiate in periods the IPsec SAs
Do a second DH exchange (optional)

Compared to phase 1 this phase only has one mode Quick Mode. In each quick mode, the renegotiation,
if PFS is selected, a new DH exchange is performed [91], otherwise PFS cannot be accomplished.
2.8.4 Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU)
This is, to cite the RFC [108] “The maximum sized datagram that can be transmitted through the next
network is called the maximum transmission unit (MTU).”.
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2.9 Structuring the Users and Groups
To be able to have a certain hierarchy of permissions inside the company a organization wide system to
handle all groups and the users that resides within, is a preferable method. This can, when implemented,
be used together with other solutions to provide a seamless integration.
2.9.1 Active Directory (AD)

A central organizing resource that can store information about resources on the network,
administrate and manage users, computers, shares, sites and much more [103].
2.9.1.1 OU (Organizational Unit)

This is a way to structure the directory when multiple organizations reside in the same AD. This
is also used in distinguished names, that is a unique identifier for an object in AD [103].
2.9.1.2 Group

A way to further structure the hierarchy. Set up permissions based on group levels, to give
access to certain resources. Groups can include users, computers, contacts or other groups to
easily manage [103].
2.9.1.3 GPO (Group Policy Object)
This is a collection of policies and here settings for Group Policies reside which can do basically
anything in the AD. These GPOs are linked to OUs for even further centralize the administrative tasks.
From a GPO, settings for passwords, encryptions, mapping of drives and much more can be set [104].
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3.0 Method
This chapter aims to depict the methods and tools used for this project. These will include, performancetesting tools, programming-languages used, and systems used.

3.1 Scripting & Programming, Performance Tools, Enclosures and Test System
For developing of the password-generator, the high-level language Python was used.
The latest version of Python for Windows at the time was used, which was 3.6.5.
Since the environment mostly is Windows-based, their PowerShell language was used when fixing the
automation-scripts.
A performance-tool called “NAS performance tester” developed by Ulrik D. Hansen, was used to
measure speed between client and NAS. When measuring the speed of the host/test-system to find out
if there were any limitations on that side that could affect performance in some form, the tool Crystal
Disk Mark was used.
The research conducted about the hard-drives has been dealt with in previous chapters, but in regards to
finding enclosures the method has overall occurred via the internet, though various search-sites.
Researching both price-point, performance reviews and similar this way, does not provide the depth of
trust that statistical evidence regarding the hard drives give.
The system that the performance tests were run from was a simple machine with the following specs:
•
•
•

4GB of RAM
Dual Core CPU
5400rpm, 500GB HDD

To clarify, it was on this machine that “NAS performance tester” and Crystal Disk Mark was run on.

3.2 3-2-1-scheme
As mentioned in the theory chapter, this method talks about multiple types of medium for its backups.
Backups in regard to different types of physical storage mediums, this is however not something that
will be used and all data will be stored on magnetic-based disks, HDDs, but in different enclosures and
in different physical locations.

3.3 Hardware choosing
When choosing hardware for this solution the choices had to match multiple parts:
•
•
•
•
•

Expandability
Improvement of today’s setup
Simple integration
Fit inside allowed budget
Combined hardware and software-kit to get full support

3.3.1 Hard Disk Drives
The alternatives for Hard Disk Drives are a lot. To be able to choose amongst all of these, with all
manufacturers introducing their specific “this is the best” hardware and software into their products, the
choice had to lean on third-party statistics combined with consumer-reviews, performance-reviews and
the manufacturers own numbers. Vendor-specific algorithms and hardware chips were considered, but
not with much emphasis.
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Amongst all drives available on the market, six (6) were chosen as considerable options three (3) from
Western Digital (WD) and three (3) from Seagate. In A.6, basic differences and similarities can be seen
between these drives but since vendors tend to sweeten the numbers, numbers from Backblaze [27] were
also taken into account even though all of these disks were not always specifically tested in their suites.
Furthermore, as mentioned, was price also a factor and hence the price in contrast to the numbers given,
played a significant role in choosing the hard drives.
Finally, the choice landed upon the Gold-drives from Western Digital (WD), four 8TB disks for the onsite backup and one 10TB disk for the off-site backup16. These disks use 4096B-size sectors (physical)
and emulates 512B-size sectors for compatibility. Further specifications are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AFR = 0.35%
MTBF = 2 500 000h
Load/unload cycles = 600 000
Non-recoverable read errors per bit read = <1 in 1015
Spindle-speed (RPM) = 7200
Cache (MB) = 256
Warranty (years) = 5
Workload rate = up to 550TB/ year

Some of these numbers are based on environmental conditions, for example both MTBF and AFR are
calculated based on 40°C temperature of the disk and a “typical” yearly workload rate of 219TB [95].
3.3.2 Enclosure
Naturally, there are many alternatives on the market for this type of backup-setup. To narrow down the
choices two (2) alternatives from three (3) vendors, Synology, Netgear and Qnap, were chosen as
combatants. The enclosures seen in A.7 are all basically in the same price range but with some
differences, both in hardware and in software. From a pure reliability and performance standpoint, the
Netgear models are the obvious choice thanks to their Xeon CPUs, ECC-memory combined with the
integrated 10GbE interfaces, however in regard to simplicity in setup and manageability for non-ITAdministrators, the Synology provides a more polished GUI as well as very much performance for the
price. The reliability increases when using ECC-memory and a Xeon compared to non-ECC is much
harder to calculate but research from [107] show that with ECC-memory the occurrence of correctable
errors was 0.22% per DIMM, annually, but only >8% of all the DIMMS in the study had at least one
error. In the end, the DS1817+ from Synology for on-site and the DS918+, also from Synology, for offsite were picked. The main reasons for this were the budget, customer-reviews, performance-reviews,
the usage of the BTRFS-file system as default, the expandability capabilities and the DSM or CLI for
manageability. The on-site enclosure, DS1817+, has room for up to eight disks, meaning that its
expandable with now only four disks residing. The 918+, off-site, also is expandable. It now holds one
disk, with the possibility to hold four in total.

16

This disk was chosen to match the Gold disks in the on-site NAS, to get the same manufacturer for all disks.
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4.0 Implementation
This section aims to show what solution at the start of this project was used and what type of solution
was introduced and implemented at Softgear AB. Here, illustrations, explanations, and calculations of
the applied solution will reside. The results of this solution can be seen in chapter 6.

4.1 Current Solution
At the start of this project, there was a backup solution on-site, but thanks to the problems given in
section x. this solution was not used on a regular basis. This is merely representation of the problems,
and proof that they exist.
4.1.1 Topology At The Moment

Figure 26 Current Topology (Self Adaptation)

4.1.2 Hardware
A Netgear ReadyNas NV+ enclosure, hosting four (4) 1TB WD Red drives combined in a Netgear
exclusive X-RAID17 and connected with a gigabit connection to the network. There are hints in the logfiles that there has been automated backup-jobs on this device, however there are none at the time of
this project. On the network resides a Cisco ASA 5506 as router/firewall and a HPE OfficeConnect 1620
Layer2 Switch.

4.1.3 Speed Tests

Before the new solution was deployed an initial speed-test was performed. This helped get an
understanding of the limitations of the current adopted solution as well as a great base when
looking at by how much, if anything at all, the speeds were to increase with the newer solution.

17

X-RAID is basically RAID-5, that allows volume expansion.
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Figure 27 Speed Transfers with the Old NAS

All test-data for the “old” solution is available in Section A.2 and A.3.
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4.2 New Solution
This new solution will partly be in the same place as the original solution and the original solution will
be kept for a time, in case of an error. Furthermore, due to its probable increase in speed and reliability
this on-site NAS will also serve as day-to-day NAS and not only hold backups. The files that are used
daily is also included in the daily backups and snapshots.
4.2.1 Expanded Topology

Figure 28 New Topology (Self Adaptation)

4.2.2 Pre-Existing Solutions
There are some pre-built setups that will be used as they are and not fiddled with due to the scope of this
report, however, in regard to the theory in chapters before, these are not optimal, and it would be
recommended to upgrade/change these as well.
From Site-1 to Site-2 there is today a VPN-tunnel configured, this will be used for secure off-site
backups. This VPN is set up in the following fashion:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IPsec in Tunnel mode with ESP header
IKEv1 in Aggressive mode
Using the same settings for both phases of IPsec
Using DH 768-bit
Encryption using DES-CBC
Authentication using MD5
Perfect Forward Secrecy is enabled
NAT-T18 enabled

Apart from this VPN there is also an AD-structure setup that the solution will be integrated into, to fully
utilize and manage privileges-levels, user-accounts etc. This is also a pre-requisite for the automationscript to fully function.

18

NAT-T or Network Address Translation Traversal and its many implementations can be studied further here
[93].
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4.3 Setup
For the offline part, the old NAS will be used for the time being due to budget constraints.
Here the basic components and choices for the setup process of this scheme will be covered.
4.3.1 RAID-choosing
The company´s latest growth has developed into the need of fast transfers for big files, above 1GB each.
This combined with the need of reliability, small risk of second failure when re-building and small risk
of UBREs gave the conclusion that nothing else than RAID 1+0 was suitable. In the table below the
chosen hard drives are shown in setups of different RAID-schemes to calculate the probability of a
UBRE when a rebuild19 occurs, ergo. what is the probability of a UBRE when rebuilding a RAIDstructure. As mentioned in the theory chapter, UBREs are Uncorrectable Bit Read Errors, with the
emphasis on bit, however the way an HDD reads data is a sector a time and not a bit at a time. Note, that
in the table the number of bits and sectors has been derived from the size of the disk represented with
8000000000000B
SI-prefix [94], ergo one disk is 1073741824𝐵 = 7450.580596923828125𝐺𝑖𝐵 hence the equation for
calculating the number of sectors is:
(𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑖𝑛 𝐺𝑖𝐵∗1𝐺𝑖𝐵)
𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝐵

=

(7450.580596923828125∗1073741824)
4096

= 1953125000

(5)

For converting the manufacturers bit-error-rate, 1.00E+15 (10^15), to sectors the following math is used:
1.00E + 15 = 1015 = 1000000000000000
1000000000000000
= 1.25𝐸 + 14 = 125000000000000
8
125000000000000
4096

= 30517578125

(6)

The equation used in the last column is:
30517578124

𝑃(𝐹𝐴𝐼𝐿𝑈𝑅𝐸) = (1 − (30517578125)𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 )

(7)

Capacity

RAID (x failed drives) Min corr bits Max read bits Sectors (1 d) Sectors (2 d) Sectors (3 d) Probability of failure

24TB

RAID 5 (1)

3.05E+10

3.05E+10 1953125000 3906250000 5859375000

17.47%

16TB

RAID 6 (1)

3.05E+10

3.05E+10 1953125000 3906250000 5859375000

17.47%

16TB

RAID 6 (2)

3.05E+10

3.05E+10 1953125000 3906250000

12.01%

16TB

RAID 10 (1)

3.05E+10

3.05E+10 1953125000 3906250000 5859375000

d=disks

Each sector is 4096B

6.20%

Table 1 Probability of fail during rebuild
𝑑

𝑃(𝐹𝐴𝐼𝐿𝑈𝑅𝐸) = ∑

(𝑑𝑥)(1 − 𝑎)𝑑−𝑥 𝑎 𝑥

(8)

𝑥=𝑟+1

To further show how unlikely it is for the drives to fail, the binomial theorem is useful. The above
equation is the binomial formula in a summation notation. What this calculates is the probability that
19

A rebuilding is, depending on the RAID-structure, is when all data from the corresponded copy is read and
written to the new disk. In a RAID 10 for example, when one disk fails, the rebuild reads all sectors from the
other disk in that pair.
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the number of redundant disks, r, plus one fails. So, we set r (redundant disks) = 2, d (number of disks)
= 4 and a(AFR) to match the “real” numbers from the theory section, to 5 %. This yields in
4

4∗3∗2

24

(43)(1 − 0.05)4−3 0.053 = (1∗2∗3) ∗ 0.951 ∗ 0.053 = ( 6 ) ∗ 0.95 ∗

𝑃(𝐹𝐴𝐼𝐿𝑈𝑅𝐸) = ∑

3=2+1

0.000125 = 4 ∗ 0.95 ∗ 0.000125 = 0.000475 ≈ 0.05%

(9)

Compared to the old system that had the following setup:
3051757812

𝑃(𝐹𝐴𝐼𝐿𝑈𝑅𝐸) = (1 − (3051757813)𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 )

(10)

Capacity

RAID (x failed drives)

3TB

RAID 5 (1)

3.05E+09

3.05E+09

244140625

488281250

732421875

21.34%

2TB

RAID 6 (1)

3.05E+09

3.05E+09

244140625

488281250

732421875

21.34%

2TB

RAID 6 (2)

3.05E+09

3.05E+09

244140625

488281250

2TB

RAID 10 (1)

3.05E+09

3.05E+09

244140625

488281250

d=disks

Each sector is 4096B

Min corr bits Max read bits Sectors (1 d) Sectors (2 d) Sectors (3 d) Probability of failure

14.79%
732421875

7.69%

Table 2 Probability of failure during rebuild, old setup

For the old system, the same formulas were used, but with different inputs as follows:
1000000000000B
= 931.322574615478515625𝐺𝑖𝐵
1073741824𝐵
1.00𝐸 + 14 = 1014 = 100000000000000
100000000000000
= 1.25𝐸 + 13(12500000000000)
8
12500000000000
4096

4

𝑃(𝐹𝐴𝐼𝐿𝑈𝑅𝐸) = ∑

(42)(1 − 0.05)4−2 0.052 = (

2=1+1

0.9025 ∗ 0.0025 = 0.0135375 ≈ 1.4%

= 3051757813

4∗3
1∗2

(11)

12

) ∗ 0.952 ∗ 0.052 = ( ) ∗ 0.9025 ∗ 0.0025 = 6 ∗
2

(12)

4.3.2 File system
When setting up the system, BTRFS was chosen as the file system thanks to its many features that ext4
lacks, as previously mentioned and also thanks to its overall performance gains [105] against both ext4
and ZFS.
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4.3.3 Integration in AD
To integrate the NAS into the AD structure, the only thing needed was to provide correct DNS, Domain,
and DC IP or FQDN. Apart from this there were some changes made in the AD as well, such as:
•
•
•

Creating groups to correspond with the hierarchy on the NAS
Set up logon-scripts
GPO changes
o PowerShell execution-policy change, to allow local scripts
o Registry change to associate PowerShell files with PowerShell, instead of the default,
notepad
o Run PowerShell scripts last
o Always wait for network at computer startup and logon
o Run logon scripts synchronously

4.3.3.1 Folder Structure
The folder structure was mapped up regarding the hierarchy provided by the CEO, and permissions
thereafter. There exist common folders for everybody, individual home folders for each user and specific
group folders with permissions, for example one Economy folder, which only certain AD-users can
access. Apart from this user-base there are one root and one admin account, that are not used daily.
These are used to do changes, check logs etc., hence no other account than admin or root, can do changes
to the structure of either backups, folder/file-structure.
4.3.3.2 Script for automation
The script auto-mounts the correct drives for each user. This means if a user has special privileges, these
folders together with his or her individual home-folder and the “Everybody” folder are mounted. This
script checks what permissions the user has based on group-membership in the AD. Naturally if the
mounted-folders already exist, it does not mount them again. Below is the pseudo-code over the script
and the entire script is found in A.820. The script is written in PowerShell with some .Net.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Store the logged-on users’ username in variable $advusr, read from Kerberos Token with a .NetClass
Strip unwanted characters and text from $advusr and put in new variable: $usr
Find membership of logged-on user with an environmental-variable $env:username, sort and
strip the output and put into variable $member
Retrieve all mounted volumes and their names and put into variable $volumeNames
Create two empty arrays for later use: $basedValue & $lookIn
Iterates through $member and if the membership corresponding to networks-shares does not
exist in $volumeNames it adds it to $basedValue
Compare $member & $basedValue and store the values of $basedValue that does not occur in
$member into the variable: $temporary
Loop through $temporary and for each occurrence checks if that value is not in $volumeNames
and if true this value gets added into the variable: $lookIn
Checks if $lookIn is empty and quits script if it is (used for second run (when logging in and
out)), otherwise it strips the content in $lookIn from spaces and line breaks
Check if environmental variable is the same as the one retrieved from Kerberos Token to check
if username has been tampered with
Iterates through $lookIn and mounts the corresponding network-share with a assigned drive
letter, followed by changing its name to remove the ip-address showing in file-explorer and then
quits script

20

The script in A.8 is modified to be able to publish, since when in use at the company internal and possibly
confidential information is used and shown in the script.
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4.3.4 Security
When talking about backups, what really is talked about is the security that the data is secure from
natural causes such as fires, but also from third-parties with prying eyes, depending on the situation. To
keep the data secure always, choosing of backup-scheme, encryption, password handling and network
security are all important parts.
4.3.4.1 Encryption of folders
All folders are encrypted with eCryptfs, with secure passwords, generated randomly from a password
generator, that was created. In the NAS there is a USB-stick, that holds machine-keys for auto mounting
of these encrypted folders if for example the power goes out. This is a security risk, but a risk taken to
put availability first, in this case.
4.3.4.2 Password Generator Creation
As seen in both the code snippet and in the example output, the variable strippedCharacters is not in
use. This is because this generator were used for eCryptfs under Synology yes, but also for other
passwords hence the use of string.punctuation instead, which yields in more available characters, which
can even further bump up the entropy.
This generator has some flaws such as that secrets.System.Random() probably does not output its results
in uniformity, which is desirable and it does also lack local-based characters, in this case Swedish, which
if added could have made the cracking process harder due to the use of un-common characters that only
are available in certain languages. A second plus of adding local-based characters is the increase in
characters which increases the entropy. The generator also allows duplicates, which could yield in faster
cracking when using rulesets or per-position charsets, however if duplicates aren’t allowed the entropy
for each character decreases since that character is removed from the usable ones, and with a decrease
in entropy by one character 49 times when using 94 characters quickly decreases the entropy for that
password. Furthermore, the variable strippedCharacters is only used under certain circumstances, and
is replaced, manually, with string.punctuation when generating passwords for other things than
Synology, which forces the user to interact with the code. Despite these flaws, the primarily goals of
generating secure passwords, host-based and not from a website21 and thus makes this usable in the case
of down-time and to feed the paranoia, are achieved.
Even though most password-generators could do this and more than a few also generates passwords on
the local machine, such as KeyPass which is a great password-manager that includes a passwordgenerator, creating a new one serves the purpose of not only using one program to generate all
passwords. The company relies on a password generator for all their passwords, and to really make sure
no logs of passwords or similar can be used, this generator was created. However, for almost any other
implementation like this, most generators that do everything locally would more than suffice if enough
characters are used.

21

There are sites were the passwords are generated locally.
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#module importing
import string, secrets, pyperclip
def gen_passwd(): #create password
length = 50#length of password
strippedCharacters = string.punctuation.translate({ord(i):None for i in '=:,'})
#removes "= : ," from the password, since the eCryptFS under Synology does not
accept these characters in a pw
password = ''.join(secrets.SystemRandom().choice(string.ascii_letters +
string.digits + string.punctuation)for i in range(length))
#It adds together digits, lowercase and uppercase-letters and characters from
strippedCharacters variable, randomly chosen ones
return password
pwd = gen_passwd() #the password is generated from the return value from the above
function "gen_passwd" and is put into the variable pwd
pyperclip.copy(pwd)#puts pwd into the clipboard
print (len(pwd)) #prints the length of pwd to make sure the min requirements of the
passwords are upheld
print (pwd) #prints the pw to be used
Code 1 Password-Generator in Python

Example output:

Figure 29 Example-output from the password generator
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4.3.4.4 Storing of Passwords
All the passwords, for the folder-structure, keys for the encrypted backup-jobs etc. are split. This means
that it is both a key-file for each password as well as the plaintext passwords. These are separated, so
that the plaintext passwords are put into an encrypted file and then put on a hardware-encrypted USBdrive and put in a safe. The key files are also stored on a hardware-encrypted USB-drive, inside an
encrypted zipped file, and stored on a different location. This separation scheme is applied both on the
on-site NAS as well as the off-site one, and it is setup so that three out of four USB-drives can get lost
and the data can still be retained. The passwords for the USB-keys are put into a management KeyPassfile, so all with the highest privileges can unlock the USB-drives, but this should not be needed hence
the auto mount via USB-sticks in the NASes.
4.3.4.5 Firewall
To keep all the traffic inside, no traffic is allowed out from the NAS that does not go to the internal IP
address as well as through the VPN to the backup-site. Everything else is blocked. Apart from this, there
is also an antivirus protection, that scans everything each night to ensure no bad files have come through.
4.3.5 Network Configuration
All four Gigabit interfaces are used in ALB mode to load balance. Each host will still be limited to
1Gbps, but with this setup four users can transfer at full gigabit speed simultaneously.
4.3.5.1 MTU
The MTU value is set to the highest available 9KB, since most files that are transferred are large which
benefit from larger Jumbo Frames. However, some older network cards on some clients are limited to
7K MTU size, and besides, MTU is disabled by default on most hosts.
4.3.6 Backup-Tasks
For each folder created there is a backup-task. This is run through Synology´s Hyper Backup, which
essentially is r-sync. This is set up to use incremental, client-side encryption, compressed data, an
integrity check schedule and a backup rotation. All these tasks run outside of office-hours if there should
be a big amount of data to backup. The one thing that can´t be automatized is the offline backup. This
is by design, manual.
4.3.7 Snapshotting
Apart from data-backup snapshots on both sites are taken regularly, multiple times a day to protect the
data from ransomwares, so even if one NAS is infected, there are snapshot to recover that, but if it dies
completely, there is a complete backup off-site and offline.
4.3.8 Retention-Policy
There are retention-policies for all backups, snapshots and recycle bins to really ensure that no data that
shall not be deleted isn´t.
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5.0 Results
This chapter presents speed comparisons between the old solution and the new solution. The offline
backup has not been measured, since that is not of as much importance for the daily use and also due to
the limitation of the ISP-speed of 100Mbps and on top of that, the bandwidth decreases even further
with the VPN between the sites.
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6.0 Analysis
With a new, more complete solution there is significantly less risk of data failure thanks to multiple
reasons. First and foremost, there are multiple copies of the data at hand and this cannot be emphasized
enough, this is the most important part of a backup, multiple copies. Disregarding all 3-2-1 rules,
reliability formulas, different mediums and everything theoretical, simple logic serves you right with
that if you are keen on keeping the data, have copies, period. Secondly, when looking at the result,
disregarding the time between purchases of the first and the latter setup, since the only major difference
is the density of the drives, that by studying RAID and basic probability, the same increase in reliability
that has now been proven, could have been achieved. This shows that the empirical data of most of the
reliability aspects are out there as well as great documentation for RAID, backup-theory, security and
networking which can greatly advise in implementations like this.
As presented in the graphs above, all numbers have improved. The average transfer speed has often
increased with hundreds of percent. Note that due to limitations in the HDD of the test system, the
performance may see further increases when tried with other machines.
Apart from an increase in speed, the security of the data is now of much higher standard. Not only
because of the decrease in probability of failure, when a RAID-rebuild is ongoing as seen in Figures 27
and 28, but mainly because of the increase of copies of the data as well as the separation of these copies
between two different physical locations.
To sustain this level of protection it is of importance that all users understand the value in storing all
documents and files in the designated folders that on each logon appears for them. If the data is stored
in these places, the data is much more secure than if it is stored on the local drives. A standardized way
of handling work-documents could perhaps be set in place to make sure the security of all data.

6.1 Discussion
Backup solutions are and has always been of great importance. Loss of the data stored can lead
to anything from economical discomforts to grief over lost precious memories. The goal for this
report was to set up a solution that could be implemented into an already in-place infrastructure,
that increased reliability of the data, the availability of the data, sped up the transfers of data as
well as an automated off-site backup to have multiple secure backups. To use Python and
PowerShell as tools to accomplish parts of this grants this report more value since these types
of scripts and automations can easily be used for other solutions, however the pre-existing
solutions are more individual to this infrastructure and hence not always applicable on other
implementations. The hardware is well known and distributed hardware that easily can be
purchased to accomplish similar results as depicted in this report.

6.2 Ethical and social aspects
When humans rely on other humans to handle their precious data, errors will happen. Human
errors still reflect on a large percentage of almost all security-issues [106], in datacenters for
example, and if this interaction by humans could be minimized, this portion could vastly shrink.
In a time were new EU-regulations arrive, the benefits of automation are even more
comprehensible. Because, if a backup job is correctly set-up, the location of data is easy to find,
the data is secure, and the minimal interaction of humans is per definition limited. To put in
perspective, it is automation that has enabled all the cloud-companies that provide the user with
simple backup-alternatives since the cost for managing all this data has greatly been reduced
with automation.
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By storing the data on-site, instead of in the cloud, the company allows for easier overview of
what the storage conditions are and can proactive work with this information to suit their needs
and in turn shift more attention to other parts of the business, yielding in possible higher
economic growth, allowing the workforce to grow. Attending to the local abilities instead of
outsourcing work to other cities/countries can greatly improve the homogeneous group, that all
strives to the same goal instead of having a small, lonesome part on the other side of the world.

6.3 Future work
This is merely the start of a great backup solution and to further study the importance of data
integrity and reliability there would be interesting to see a more in-depth study of the importance
of ECC or perhaps a comparison between BTRFS, ZFS and the newcomer Stratis, in primarily
data integrity and reliability.

6.4 Conclusion
This report has provided an example of a backup solution that provides a better reliability than the
previous solution as well as being a more complete backup solution with multiple copies of data,
automation together with an off-site backup and an offline backup. The choices made in this report can
be backed up with multiple theoretical reports, as well as much third-party data. The results clearly state
the improvements in speed in the new setup, often by hundreds of percent, and the implementation shows
an increase in reliability, much greater than the previous setup.
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A Appendix
A.1 Test-system HDD-speeds

Figure 33 Average Read and Write of 100MiB File

Figure 34 Average Read and Write of 500 MiB File
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Figure 35 Average Read and Write of 4GiB File
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A.2 Measurement data from test-system to original NAS using NAS Performance Test
Tool with MTU disabled

Figure 36 Average Read and Write of 100MB File

Figure 37 Average Read and Write of 200MB File

Figure 38 Average Read and Write of 400MB File
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Figure 39 Average Read and Write of 800MB File

Figure 40 Average Read and Write of 4000MB File
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A.3 Measurement data from test-system to original NAS using NAS Performance Test
Tool with MTU set to 7K

Figure 41 Average Read and Write of 100MB File

Figure 42 Average Read and Write of 200MB File
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Figure 43 Average Read and Write of 400MB File

Figure 44 Average Read and Write of 800MB File

Figure 45 Average Read and Write of 4000MB File
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A.4 Measurement data from test-system to New NAS using NAS Performance Test
Tool with MTU off

Figure 46 Average Read and Write of 100MB File

Figure 47 Average Read and Write of 200MB File

Figure 48 Average Read and Write of 400MB File
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Figure 49 Average Read and Write of 800MB File

Figure 50 Average Read and Write of 4000MB File
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A.5 Measurement data from test-system to New NAS using NAS Performance Test
Tool with MTU set to 7K

Figure 51 Average Read and Write of 100MB File

Figure 52 Average Read and Write of 200MB File
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Figure 53 Average Read and Write of 400MB File

Figure 54 Average Read and Write of 800MB File

Figure 55 Average Read and Write of 4000MB File
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A.6 Comparing enclosures
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A.7 HDD comparison
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A.8 Auto-Mount script, written in PowerShell
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